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OUR METHOD WITH ALTERED PHYSICAL LAWS

We resolve several limitations of gravitational methods, i.e.,
prohibitively high computational complexity , ill-posedness w.r.t
the parameters as well as a narrow convergence basin for
rotation resolution .

EXPERIMENTS
Disk area subdivision
for φ, θ and ψ.

Moreover, the number of parameters is reduced , near-field
singularities are e liminated and it is shown how to effectively
define boundary conditions with masses .

Colouring for all tested
combinations of φ, θ and ψ.

Angle sectors in
the θ and ψ areas.

Colour scheme for the statistics of the resolved initial misalignments.

In our formulation, we preserve the advantages of rigid GA and
improve the robustness to uniform noise. The resulting BarnesHut Rigid Gravitational Approach (BH-RGA) with altered
physical laws outperforms multiple tested baselines.

Overview of the proposed BH-RGA approach with accelerated computation of gravitational potential energy (GPE).
In contrast to previous approaches relying on second-order ODEs, we apply a negative elementwise reciprocal
transform to the physically accurate form of GPE and optimise it with non-linear least squares.

GRAVITATIONAL METHODS
FOR POINT SET ALIGNMENT

Physically-inspired GPE

The proposed transform of GPE:
Colour-coded statistics of the resolved initial misalignments
in the clean-500 and N500-U100 experiments.

is minimised by iteratively updating point
velocities and displacements [6]:

Colour-coded comparative statistics of the resolved initial misalignments
in the clean-500 and N500-U100 experiments. (a): Joint statistics for all
methods. (b), (c): Statistics for BH-RGA vs. CPD [10] and GMR [9].

Our energy after the transform and simplifications:
3D scene flow
[3]
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Rigid Gravitational Approach (Second-Order ODEs) [6]

2D projection of scene flow
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PROPOSITION. If located sufficiently far away, the total
impact of elements x_k in a volume V to y_i can be
approximated by the impact of a single cluster xx . The mass of
xx equals to the mass integral of x_k over V, and the position of
xx equals to the centre of mass of the elements x_k in V [2,6]:

GPE WITH BH-TREE. The final GPE of BH-RGA with 2^D tree acceleration for particle interactions is:

[9]

scene flow
projection operator
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Q uantitative evaluation on clean-500, N500-U50, N500-U100, U100, G100 and GS100.

inverse projection operator

where
denotes fetchable representations of
the reference point set.

Non-Rigid Gravitational Approach (Second-Order ODEs) [1]
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RMSE and std. dev. for U256 and G256 .

Comparison of E-CPD and BH-RGA (ours).

Examples of reprojected 3D displacements obtained by BH-RGA,
compared to ground truth optical flows from SINTEL [4].

acceleration on a GPU

Feature-Enhanced Physics-Based Approach with Rigid Body
Dynamics (Physical Heuristics and Monte-Carlo Simulation) [8]

Resolving Scale Singularities [7]

Insertion rule for building a 2^D -tree,
the case of an empty external node.

Insertion rule for building a 2^D-tree,
the case of non-empty internal or external node.

Visualisation of clusters in BH-RGA: a/ cluster configuration in the beginning; b/ overlayed configurations for all seven iterations;
c/ cluster configuration in the first iteration, for a single template point (shown as a triangle) and three different γ values.

ALGORITHM PARAMETERS AND THE LOWER BOUND ON GPE

Runtime evaluation metrics as the functions of γ (SINTEL
sleeping2 [4], different sub-sampling rates and number of points).

PRIOR MATCHES AND ANCHOR POINTS
for all points without a prior match
for all prior matches

Parameters of GA [6]

Parameters of BH-RGA (ours)

The further two particles are apart from each
other, the higher is the GPE between them.

Increasing the masses

in GPE leads to anchor points (weak prior correspondences).

Exemplary alignments of real-world data with BH-RGA.
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